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Abstract
This description of the planning for the first academic library to contain only electronic resources, and no books and no paper of any kind, is derived from the limitless possibilities of our imagination. The concept of such a library and the dramatic changes it will bring in collections, budgets, staffing, services, and buildings are outlined in detail. Finally a few questions are raised as to whether such a library will best serve the information needs of academic institutions in the twenty-first century.
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Online Electronic Resources "Librarians invest time and resources in creating reference Web sites, because doing so extends four familiar library service functions into cyberspace: 1. Selection . 2. Endorsement . 3. Organization . Among organizational schemes created by academic libraries is: Luther College Course Guides http://library.luther.edu/courseguides/guidelist.htm Guides specific to individual courses are arranged by department. Each guide lists relevant print reference tools, scholarly article databases with annotations, websites with annotations and information on locating periodicals and using interlibrary loan. National Academic Library — The National Academic Library of Kazakhstan is a national library specializing in academic publications. Built during the presidency of National Library of Kazakhstan, the structure resembles a Möbius strip.[1] See also National Library of… … Wikipedia. Swiss Electronic Academic Library Service — (SEALS) ist eine Dienstleistung des